Flag Hoisting Ceremony at CPSP Headquarter and Regional Center Lahore

We should celebrate Independence Day as
day of deliverance - Prof. Zafar Ullah Chaudhry
Prof. Zafar Ullah Chaudhry,
President CPSP hoisted the
National Flag at 9 am on 14th
August 2018 accompanied
by College Treasurer, Prof.
Khalid Ahmed Ashrafi, and
College Secretary, Prof. Irshad
Waheed, while the National
Anthem was being played.
All the employees stood up
to honor the Flag Hoisting
ceremony while National
Anthem was being played.
President told that Flag
Hoisting Ceremony reminds
us of the day 71 years
ago when Pakistan came
into being. Despite being
bitterly hit by migration of
unprecedented scale, the
National Flag was hoisted
with pride and honor by a
new nation. This Day, seventy
years ago, a new nation was
born on the face of globe,
with determination and will
to carve out its destiny in the
comity of Nations. What we
have attained during these
seventy years is with us. What
others have done in their own
fields is up to them to take
stock of; but what, we, the
medical practitioners have
done is before all of you. We
have developed a College,
which is of par excellence
and is recognized all over
the World. Our certification
is honored by all leading
medical institutions and
nations.
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President
inaugurates
tree plantation
campaign to bring
green revolution.
This is a great thing to
say to make Pakistan
green so the weather is
better. We need to plant
trees there is dire need
to promote planting
trees in whole country
mainly in Karachi
where 80% is covered
with concrete adding
that deforestation and
degradation of forest
have become the real
threat for the ecosystem
of Pakistan. The new
trees will reinvigorate
the area’s scenic beauty,
act as a control against erosion, help mitigate the impact of climate change and global warming induced disasters particularly
floods, heat waves, dust storms and desertification.

CPSP, Regional Centre, Lahore

The CPSP, Regional Centre, Lahore, organized a National Flag hoisting ceremony on the occasion of 71st Independence
Day of Pakistan on 14th of August, 2018. Prof. Khalid Masood Gondal, Regional Director, CPSP, Regional Centre, Lahore,
hoisted the National Flag in the presence of CPSP Councillors, including Prof. Mahmood Ayyaz & Prof. Muhammad Tayyab,
Fellows, Senior
Professors and
staff members of
CPSP Regional
Centre, Lahore.
Qari Muhammad
Ashfaq prayed
for the solidarity,
integrity,
prosperity and
long lasting
peace in our
beloved homeland
Pakistan. Breakfast
was served to the
guests and staff of
CPSP RC Lahore
along with the
distribution of
sweet amongst the
attendees at the
end of ceremony.
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